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Extended Abstract

1.1

Overview

A quantitative assessment of the quality of a robot generated map is of high
interest for many reasons. First of all, it allows individual researchers to quantify the quality of their mapping approach and to study the effects of system
specific choices like different parameter values in an objective way. Second, it
allows peer groups to rank the quality of their different approaches to determine
scientific progress; similarly, it allows rankings within competition environments
like RoboCup. The Jacobs Map Analysis Toolkit is presented here, which is open
source and freely available. It allows the visual as well as the numerical comparison of maps. The toolkit also includes a ground truth designer, which facilitates
the generation of reference data for environment based on standard NIST test elements. One quantitative assessment of map quality in the toolkit is for example
based on the image similarity metric Ψ . It is shown through synthetic as well as
through real world data that the metric captures intuitive notions of map quality. Furthermore, the metric is compared to a seemingly more straightforward
metric based on Least Mean Squared Euclidean distances (LMS-ED) between
map points and ground truth. It is shown that both capture intuitive notions of
map quality in a similar way, but that Ψ can be computed much more efficiently
than the LMS-ED.
1.2

Related Work and Own Contributions

One option to evaluate robotic systems is to use competitions such as RoboCup
[1], the European Land Robot Trials (ELROB) [2], the AAAI robot competition [3], or the Grand Challenge [4]. In this kind of competitions, the level of
system integration and engineering skills of a particular team are evaluated by
generating a ranking. According competitions hence have their limits in measuring the performance of a robotic subsystem or a particular algorithm as they
concentrate on mission based evaluation of complete systems.
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A more fine grain evaluation approach is task-based performance testing [5],
similar to observing a mouse in maze. The Intelligent Systems Division (ISD) of
the US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has for example
developed a collection of test elements to assess the performance of response
robots. The test elements are arranged in so-called arenas [5][6][7][8]. This more
fine grain evaluation can of course also be used in competitions; a ranking can
simply be produced by summing the results over the different tests up, respectively by letting all participants compete in the same collection of test elements.
An example for this is the usage of NIST test arenas in the RoboCup Rescue
League.

Fig. 1. An example of a rescue arena. It consists of standardized test elements, which
facilitates the generation of a ground truth floor plan.

Fig. 2. The generation of a ground truth map with the Rescue Arena Designer as part
of the Jacobs Map Analysis Toolkit. This module of the Jacobs Map Analysis Toolkit
allows to easily generate ground truth data by combining standardized components by
drag and drop.

Task based performance is excellent when there are simple ways to determine
the quality with which a task was solved. For example, a robot can or can not
negotiate over a particular type of obstacle, it can detect a victims in a given
time frame under given constraints or not, or it can manipulate an object or not.
Through repeated trials and variations of the challenges, it is even possible to
statistically measure in which degree the robot is capable to solve the task. But
it gets significantly more difficult if solving the task is related to the generation
of complex output. Then, the decision of whether and to which degree the robot
has solved its task is much more difficult. One perfect example for this problem
is the task to generate a map.

Fig. 3. The overlay module that allows to display a map - or even several ones in
parallel - over ground truth data. A slider allows to change the transparency of each
layer, i.e., map. This makes it very easy for human users to get a qualitative assessment
of the quality of a single map, respectively to compare the quality of different maps
against each other. The toolkit can in addition generate numerical comparisons based
on different map quality metrics.

Mapping in general is a core problem for mobile robots [9]. It is hence surprising, that the vast amount of publications in this field does not provide any
numerical comparisons of map quality. The benefits of new approaches are usually presented through theoretical advantages, run times, and a qualitative assessment of map quality, e.g., by displaying the generated maps and the results
of other approaches or a ground truth plan for comparison. Surprisingly often,
even the qualitative comparison basis in form of a ground truth plan or maps
generated by other approaches is omitted.
Here, a new metric for assessing the quality of the predominantly used
form of maps, namely occupancy grids [10][11], is proposed. The metric is very
fast to compute and it gives meaningful numerical feedback about the distor-

tion of a map due to common error sources, namely salt and pepper noise as
well as translation, rotation and scale error. The metric is based on an image similarity function Ψ [12]. The computation of the metric is embedded in
a toolkit for assessing map quality, the Jacobs Map Analysis Toolkit. The Jacobs Map Analysis Toolkit is open source and freely available as download from
http://robotics.jacobs-university.de. The map quality metric based on Ψ
has some advantages over alternative metrics, which have been proposed before
for assessing map quality. It can be shown that it behaves much like a standard metric for map quality, namely Least Mean Squared Euclidean Distances
(LMS-ED). Concretely, it can be shown through different levels of common error sources, namely salt and pepper noise as well as rotation, translation and
scale errors, that Ψ and LMS-ED both give similar quantitative outputs, which
correspond to intuitive notions of map quality. Especially, perfect maps lead to
an output value of Zero; higher levels of error lead to higher output values. But
Ψ is a much better alternative as map metric as it can be much more efficiently
computed than LMS-ED. Concretely, the runtime of Ψ is linear whereas the runtime of LMS-ED is quadratic. In the concrete experiments, ψ accordingly takes
a few tenths of a second, LMS-ED takes in the order of two minutes.
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